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Smart X 50 

 

Here's how you can implement SMART x 50: 

1. Set a goal. Pick out two or three behaviors you'd like to see more of 
from your dog. These can be useful or cute. Many people start with 
lying calmly at your feet and looking up at you during walks. You can 
also pick the "least bad" behaviors that your dog has. Be sure to pick 
something that your dog does pretty regularly at first. 

2. Prepare the treats. Count out 50 pieces of kibble (or a portion of their 
meal). If your dog isn't all that into food, count out 50 tasty treats (they 
should be smaller than a kernel of corn) and reduce his breakfast rations 
accordingly. 

o As you get more skilled with SMART x 50, you can also 
incorporate "real life" rewards. For example, if I notice Fido 
politely playing with his toy by himself rather than pestering 
me with the toy, I'll ask if he wants to play fetch. His 
response? "I thought you'd never ask!" You can similarly 
reward your dog for lying at your feet with some petting or 
affection - you can move away from food rewards if you pay 
attention to what your dog likes. 
 

3. Set the stage. Set the treats somewhere central and easy to access 
without the dog getting into them. 
 

4. Pay attention to your dog. Any time you "catch your dog being good," 
(See) say "yes" or "good boy" (Mark), and then Reward your dog. 

 
5. Rinse and repeat. You'll quickly start noticing that your dog is deciding 

to do things that you like - without any input from you. This is the 
ultimate joy of good dog training: dogs that can make good decisions 
without your prompting. 

It's pretty easy, really. I love SMART x 50 because your dog initiates the training 
session by doing something awesome. This is vastly different from the human 
prompting the dog to do something, then refusing to reward the dog until the dog 
complies. SMART x 50 gives your dog some agency and control over his life - and 
you get to reward his awesome decisions. 


